Milestone Systems

XProtect® Essential NVR
Milestone is your
foundation for
long-term success
Milestone is the world’s leading provider of open platform IP video surveillance software. Milestone’s XProtect
software integrates with more cameras than any other manufacturer,
giving you the freedom to choose
equipment according to your needs
and budget. Because Milestone provides an open platform, it is easy and
cost-effective to scale your installation
and add best-of-breed innovations to
your solution.

Protecting your investment has
never been easier
The XProtect Essential NVR is a ready-to-use Hewlett Packard (HP) Workstation preloaded with XProtect Essential IP video management software (VMS) that manages up
to eight or 16 surveillance cameras. With software preinstalled and complex IT calculations already taken into consideration, XProtect Essential NVR makes setting up your
security system simple, so you can focus on safeguarding assets. XProtect Essential
NVR is not only effortless to set up, it is also incredibly easy to use with a wide array of
features to effectively and intuitively manage your system.
With the XProtect Essential NVR you also have the unique opportunity to take advantage of the expertise of two industry leaders, Milestone and HP, both providing a high
level of support and reliability. With all Milestone products, the open platform provides
unlimited choice of cameras to ease the transition from analog to IP cameras.

Committed to providing a true IP video
open platform and freedom of choice,
Milestone is proud to be among the
first VMS vendors to support ONVIF
and PSIA standards.

XProtect Essential NVR is:
•

Effortless: Setup is fast and easy
with preinstalled software and
configured hardware for optimal
performance.

•

Cost-effective: Experience the
benefits of IP with unlimited
choice in cameras based on your
budget and needs.

•

Reliable: On-site professional
hardware service gives you
peace of mind.

Preconfigured software
bundle eases setup
XProtect Essential NVR is a unique IP VMS bundle that features
an HP Workstation preloaded with the market leading XProtect
Essential, offering you all of the benefits of Milestone’s advanced
surveillance software. Designed for small businesses, XProtect
Essential NVR arrives preloaded with all of the software, storage
and technical IT configurations you need, making setup faster and
simpler than ever, which saves you time and money.

Included in the preinstalled XProtect Essential NVR are unique
configuration wizards that swiftly guide you through the process
of configuring video, scheduling recordings and managing system
users. XProtect Essential NVR also features an automated camera discovery setup assistant which quickly scans the network for
cameras and helps you add them to your video system, cutting your
setup time.

The components of
XProtect Essential NVR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hewlett Packard Z200 Workstation
Intel® Core™ i3 processors
Either 1 or 2 TB of storage
Preinstalled XProtect Essential for eight or 16 cameras
Preinstalled Microsoft Windows 7 Professional 64-bit
Mouse and keyboard
3-year hardware warranty
3-year on-site hardware support
Software support from Milestone

*Monitor not included

The key features of XProtect Essential NVR:

•

A ready-to-use Workstation computer preinstalled
with Microsoft® Windows 7 Professional operating
system and all the necessary software for running
the intelligent surveillance system XProtect
Essential NVR.

•

XProtect Management Application, which helps you
configure the surveillance system and is preinstalled on the Workstation at delivery.

•

XProtect® Smart Client, which is used to view live
and recorded video and supports network or analog
cameras, is preinstalled on the Workstation prior to
delivery. XProtect Smart Client can also be easily
installed on any other computer so you can instantly
view video from anywhere in the world.

Secure your future as you
transition from analog to IP
As surveillance camera technology steadily shifts from
analog to IP based, XProtect Essential NVR allows you to
transition to newer technology with ease. XProtect Essential NVR is equipped to manage analog and IP cameras,
which gives you the possibility to blend camera technologies so you do not need to immediately invest in additional
hardware. The technical specifications for using IP cameras
are preconfigured on XProtect Essential NVR so you can
gradually and comfortably incorporate IP network cameras
into your security installation.
With the industry’s widest selection of supported cameras
– over 1,000 models from more than 80 manufacturers –
XProtect Essential NVR allows you to mix different camera
brands to maximize and specialize your security solution
for your specific needs and budget. As your business grows
and changes, XProtect Essential NVR grows and changes
with you. It is easy to add or replace cameras individually
and take advantage of new innovations as they come to the
market.

Powerful applications made simple

XProtect Essential NVR also features Milestone’s XProtect Smart Client, an advanced, yet easy-to-use client application that provides you with flexible camera views and instant access to watch and control live cameras or recorded video. XProtect Smart Client
has powerful features that make it easy to manage your video: Timeline Browser, Sequence Explorer and Quick Export.

Timeline Browser

Sequence Explorer

Quick Export

With the Timeline Browser you can
instantly find video recordings from
one or more cameras in chosen time
periods by browsing adjustable time
spans, allowing you to quickly locate
incidents.

The Sequence Explorer gives you
an unparalleled visual overview of
recorded video and bookmarked incidents in thumbnail previews, which
speeds up your investigation work
and simplifies evidence export.

Quick Export gives you the ability to
seamlessly export a video recording sequence in JPEG format or AVI
format. As an AVI movie file, your
video evidence export includes video
and audio.

Tested and supported high-performance solution
XProtect Essential NVR is shipped with a three-year hardware
warranty and a three-year exclusive hardware support agreement. Rest assured the XProtect Essential NVR has undergone
rigorous testing, and three years of on-site hardware support

To provide more flexibility
and greater value, you
can efficiently transition
to IP by blending digital
security technologies with
analog cameras already
on hand.

is provided to give you peace of mind that your investment is
secure. The HP Workstation also has the latest Intel® technology,
optimizing the performance of the system and ensuring secure
storage of your video recordings.
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The Open Platform: a foundation
for long-term success
Milestone XProtect acts as the
powerful core of surveillance systems, providing the widest choice
in third-party hardware components and integration with other
business systems. It is the foundation enabling you to cost-effectively choose the best solutions
for today and tomorrow.
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About Milestone Systems

Founded in 1998, Milestone Systems is the global industry leader in open platform IP video management software. The XProtect platform
delivers powerful surveillance that is easy to manage, reliable and proven in thousands of customer installations around the world. With

support for the widest choice in network hardware and integration with other systems, XProtect provides best-of-breed solutions to ‘video
enable’ organizations – managing risks, protecting people and assets, optimizing processes and reducing costs. Milestone software is
sold through authorized and certified partners. For more information, visit: www.milestonesys.com
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